DEL Packaging, Ltd
Overcapper | Model: SASRC-CC
Sanitary Adjustable Spinning Rod Capper - Cradle Chain
The containers are back logged into an in-feed timing screw.
A photo-eye sensor is used to ensure the back log is maintained. The
containers are released from the timing screw with a predetermined
pitch into the overcapper and is carried by the table-top chain conveyor
into a set of split-cradle blocks. The cradle blocks maintain the shape
and integrity of the container during the application of the overcap.
As the container travels through the center of the overcapper, the leading
edge pulls the overcap from a chute and is progressively applied onto
the container by a series of compression rollers.

Applications
- Tapered-wall, flexible containers
- Round, square, rectangle or irregular-shaped containers
- Fragile container designs
- Composite, metal or blow-molded containers
- Injected-molded, flexible overcaps
- 2” - 7” diameter containers
- 2” - 12” height containers
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Experience the DEL Difference
Specifications
- Up to 150 containers per minute
- Shown with spinning rod cap feeder head
- Manual container diameter adjustment
- Stainless steel (non-wash down) construction
- 460 Volts /60 Hertz /Phase 3 NEMA 4X controls

Available Options
- Digital height adjustment packages
- Automatic cap loading system
- Rotary cap feeder
- Sanitary wash-down construction
- Conveyors (table-top, air, etc.)
- Coupon / leaflet inserters
- Electrical and control system upgrade
- Spinning rod head storage cart with wench
- Ethernet and communication modules
- All domestic and international voltages to meet UL and CE requirements
- Cap detection with reject (fiber optic sensors and/or vision technology)
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